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Logistics

• March 17: Dr. Tershia Pinder-Grover (Director, Center for Research on 
Learning and Teaching in Engineering) will attend our lecture. 

• Feel free to reach out to discuss course projects! Many of you have 
done so, others are also encouraged!

• Last homework will be out this week.



Outline

• Sentiment analysis tasks
• Sentiment lexicons
• Semi-supervised learning of lexicons



Positive or negative movie review?

• unbelievably disappointing 
• Full of zany characters and richly applied satire, and some great plot 

twists
• this is the greatest screwball comedy ever filmed
• It was pathetic. The worst part about it was the boxing scenes.





Twitter sentiment versus Gallup Poll of Consumer 
Confidence

Brendan O'Connor, Ramnath Balasubramanyan, Bryan R. Routledge, and Noah A. Smith. 2010. From Tweets to Polls: 
Linking Text Sentiment to Public Opinion Time Series. In ICWSM-2010



Twitter sentiment:

Johan Bollen, Huina Mao, Xiaojun Zeng. 2011. 
Twitter mood predicts the stock market,
Journal of Computational Science 2:1, 1-8. 
10.1016/j.jocs.2010.12.007.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S187775031100007X


Sentiment analysis has many other names

• Opinion extraction
• Opinion mining
• Sentiment mining
• Subjectivity analysis



Why sentiment analysis?

•Movie:  is this review positive or negative?
•Products: what do people think about the new iPhone?
•Public sentiment: how is consumer confidence? Is despair 

increasing?
•Politics: what do people think about this candidate or issue?
•Prediction: predict election outcomes or market trends from 

sentiment



Scherer Typology of Affective States

• Emotion: brief organically synchronized, evaluation of a major event 
• angry, sad, joyful, fearful, ashamed, proud, elated

• Mood: diffuse non-caused low-intensity long-duration change in subjective feeling
• cheerful, gloomy, irritable, listless, depressed, buoyant

• Interpersonal stances: affective stance toward another person in a specific interaction
• friendly, flirtatious, distant, cold, warm, supportive, contemptuous

• Attitudes: enduring, affectively colored beliefs, dispositions towards objects or persons
• liking, loving, hating, valuing, desiring

• Personality traits: stable personality dispositions and typical behavior tendencies
• nervous, anxious, reckless, morose, hostile, jealous



• Emotion and Mood
• Annoyance in talking to dialog systems
• Uncertainty of students in tutoring
• Detecting trauma or depression in conversations (in person or online)

• Interpersonal Stance
• Romantic interest, flirtation, friendliness
• Alignment/accommodation/entrainment

• Attitudes = Sentiment (positive or negative)
• Movie or Products or Politics:  is a text positive or negative?
• “Twitter mood predicts the stock market.”

• Personality Traits
• Open, Conscienscious, Extroverted, Anxious

Scherer Typology of Affective States
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Sentiment Analysis

• Extraction of opinions and attitudes from text and speech
•When we say “sentiment analysis” 
• often meaning a binary or an ordinal task
• like X/ dislike X
• one-star to 5-stars



Sentiment Analysis (broader view)

• Sentiment analysis is the detection of attitudes
“enduring, affectively colored beliefs, dispositions towards objects or persons”

1. Holder (source) of attitude
2. Target (aspect) of attitude
3. Type of attitude, e.g. polarity: 

• positive, negative, neutral, often together with strength

4. Text containing the attitude
• Sentence or entire document

Emily told Charlie that the new movie is disappointing.



Sentiment Analysis

• Simplest task:
• Is the attitude of this text positive or negative?

• More complex:
• Rank the attitude of this text from 1 to 5

• Advanced:
• Detect the target, source, or complex attitude types
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Sentiment Classification in Movie Reviews

• Polarity detection:
• Is an IMDB movie review positive or negative?

• Data: Polarity Data 2.0: 
• http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data

Bo Pang, Lillian Lee, and Shivakumar Vaithyanathan.  2002.  Thumbs up? Sentiment 
Classification using Machine Learning Techniques. EMNLP-2002, 79—86.
Bo Pang and Lillian Lee.  2004.  A Sentimental Education: Sentiment Analysis Using 
Subjectivity Summarization Based on Minimum Cuts.  ACL, 271-278

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data


IMDB data in the Pang and Lee database

when _star wars_ came out some twenty years ago 
, the image of traveling throughout the stars has 
become a commonplace image . […]
when han solo goes light speed , the stars change 
to bright lines , going towards the viewer in lines 
that converge at an invisible point . 
cool . 
_october sky_ offers a much simpler image–that of 
a single white dot , traveling horizontally across the 
night sky .   [. . . ]

“ snake eyes ” is the most aggravating 
kind of movie : the kind that shows so 
much potential then becomes 
unbelievably disappointing . 
it’s not just because this is a brian
depalma film , and since he’s a great 
director and one who’s films are always 
greeted with at least some fanfare . 
and it’s not even because this was a film 
starring nicolas cage and since he gives a 
brauvara performance , this film is hardly 
worth his talents . 

✓ ✗



Baseline Algorithm (adapted from Pang and 
Lee)
• Tokenization
• Feature Extraction (unigrams, bigrams, POS tags)
• Classification using different classifiers
• Naïve Bayes
• Logistic regression
• SVM



Negation in Sentiment Analysis

They have not succeeded, and will never succeed, in 
breaking the will of this valiant people.

Slide from Janyce Wiebe
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Negation

Add NOT_ to every word between negation and following punctuation:

didn’t like this movie , but I

didn’t NOT_like NOT_this NOT_movie but I

Das, Sanjiv and Mike Chen. 2001. Yahoo! for Amazon: Extracting market sentiment from stock 
message boards. In Proceedings of the Asia Pacific Finance Association Annual Conference (APFA).
Bo Pang, Lillian Lee, and Shivakumar Vaithyanathan.  2002.  Thumbs up? Sentiment Classification using Machine 
Learning Techniques. EMNLP-2002, 79—86.



Problems: What makes reviews hard to classify?

• Subtlety:
• Perfume review in Perfumes: the Guide:
• “If you are reading this because it is your darling fragrance, 

please wear it at home exclusively, and tape the windows 
shut.”

• Dorothy Parker on Katherine Hepburn
• “She runs the gamut of emotions from A to B”



Thwarted Expectations and Ordering Effects

• “This film should be brilliant.  It sounds like a great plot, 
the actors are first grade, and the supporting cast is good 
as well, and Stallone is attempting to deliver a good 
performance. However, it can’t hold up.”

• Well as usual Keanu Reeves is nothing special, but 
surprisingly, the very talented Laurence Fishbourne is not 
so good either, I was surprised.



Outline

• Sentiment analysis tasks
• Sentiment lexicons
• Semi-supervised learning of lexicons



What is a Lexicon?

• A (usually hand-built) list of words that correspond to 
some meaning or class
• Possibly with numeric values
• Commonly used as simple classifiers, or as features to 

more complex classifiers



• Adjectives
• positive: honest important mature large patient
• He is the only honest man in Washington. 
• Her writing is unbelievably mature and is only likely to get better. 
• To humour me my patient father agrees yet again to my choice of film

• negative: harmful hypocritical inefficient insecure
• It was a macabre and hypocritical circus. 
• Why are they being so inefficient ? 



• Verbs
• positive: praise, love
• negative: blame, criticize

• Nouns
• positive: pleasure, enjoyment
• negative: pain, criticism



Phrases

• Phrases containing adjectives and adverbs
• positive: high intelligence, low cost
• negative: little variation, many troubles



The General Inquirer

Positiv (1915 words)
Negativ (2291 words)

Philip J. Stone, Dexter C Dunphy, Marshall S. Smith, 
Daniel M. Ogilvie. 1966. The General Inquirer: A 
Computer Approach to Content Analysis. MIT Press



MPQA Subjectivity Cues Lexicon

• 6885 words 
• Is a subjective word positive or negative?
• Strongly or weakly?

• http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
• GNU GPL

33

Theresa Wilson, Janyce Wiebe, and Paul Hoffmann (2005). Recognizing Contextual Polarity in 
Phrase-Level Sentiment Analysis. Proc. of HLT-EMNLP-2005.

Riloff and Wiebe (2003). Learning extraction patterns for subjective expressions. EMNLP-2003.

http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/


type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abandoned pos1=adj stemmed1=n priorpolarity=negative
type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abandonment pos1=noun stemmed1=n priorpolarity=negative
type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abandon pos1=verb stemmed1=y priorpolarity=negative
type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abase pos1=verb stemmed1=y priorpolarity=negative
type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abasement pos1=anypos stemmed1=y priorpolarity=negative
type=strongsubj len=1 word1=abash pos1=verb stemmed1=y priorpolarity=negative
type=weaksubj len=1 word1=abate pos1=verb stemmed1=y priorpolarity=negative

34



LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count)
Pennebaker, J.W., Booth, R.J., & Francis, M.E. (2007). Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count: 
LIWC 2007. Austin, TX

• Home page: http://www.liwc.net/
• 2300 words, >70 classes
• Affective Processes
• negative emotion (bad, weird, hate, problem, tough)
• positive emotion (love, nice, sweet)

• Cognitive Processes
• Tentative (maybe, perhaps, guess), Inhibition (block, constraint)

• Pronouns, Negation (no, never), Quantifiers (few, many) 
• Not free though!

http://www.liwc.net/


LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count

20.2 • AVAILABLE SENTIMENT AND AFFECT LEXICONS 5

For a smaller set of 5,814 words, the NRC Emotion/Affect Intensity Lexicon
(Mohammad, 2018b) contains real-valued scores of association for anger, fear, joy,
and sadness; Fig. 20.5 shows examples.

Anger Fear Joy Sadness
outraged 0.964 horror 0.923 superb 0.864 sad 0.844
violence 0.742 anguish 0.703 cheered 0.773 guilt 0.750
coup 0.578 pestilence 0.625 rainbow 0.531 unkind 0.547
oust 0.484 stressed 0.531 gesture 0.387 difficulties 0.421
suspicious 0.484 failing 0.531 warms 0.391 beggar 0.422
nurture 0.059 confident 0.094 hardship .031 sing 0.017
Figure 20.5 Sample emotional intensities for words for anger, fear, joy, and sadness from
Mohammad (2018b).

LIWC, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, is a widely used set of 73 lex-LIWC
icons containing over 2300 words (Pennebaker et al., 2007), designed to capture
aspects of lexical meaning relevant for social psychological tasks. In addition to
sentiment-related lexicons like ones for negative emotion (bad, weird, hate, prob-
lem, tough) and positive emotion (love, nice, sweet), LIWC includes lexicons for
categories like anger, sadness, cognitive mechanisms, perception, tentative, and in-
hibition, shown in Fig. 20.6.

Positive Negative
Emotion Emotion Insight Inhibition Family Negate
appreciat* anger* aware* avoid* brother* aren’t
comfort* bore* believe careful* cousin* cannot
great cry decid* hesitat* daughter* didn’t
happy despair* feel limit* family neither
interest fail* figur* oppos* father* never
joy* fear know prevent* grandf* no
perfect* griev* knew reluctan* grandm* nobod*
please* hate* means safe* husband none
safe* panic* notice* stop mom nor
terrific suffers recogni* stubborn* mother nothing
value terrify sense wait niece* nowhere
wow* violent* think wary wife without
Figure 20.6 Samples from 5 of the 73 lexical categories in LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2007).
The * means the previous letters are a word prefix and all words with that prefix are included
in the category.

There are various other hand-built affective lexicons. The General Inquirer in-
cludes additional lexicons for dimensions like strong vs. weak, active vs. passive,
overstated vs. understated, as well as lexicons for categories like pleasure, pain,
virtue, vice, motivation, and cognitive orientation.

Another useful feature for various tasks is the distinction between concreteconcrete
words like banana or bathrobe and abstract words like belief and although. Theabstract
lexicon in Brysbaert et al. (2014) used crowdsourcing to assign a rating from 1 to 5
of the concreteness of 40,000 words, thus assigning banana, bathrobe, and bagel 5,
belief 1.19, although 1.07, and in between words like brisk a 2.5.



Bing Liu Opinion Lexicon

• 6786 words
• 2006 positive
• 4783 negative

Minqing Hu and Bing Liu. Mining and Summarizing Customer Reviews. ACM SIGKDD-2004.



SentiWordNet
Stefano Baccianella, Andrea Esuli, and Fabrizio Sebastiani. 2010 SENTIWORDNET 3.0: An 
Enhanced Lexical Resource for Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining. LREC-2010

• Home page: http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
• All WordNet synsets automatically annotated for degrees of positivity, 

negativity, and neutrality/objectiveness
• [estimable(J,3)] “may be computed or estimated” 

Pos 0   Neg 0   Obj 1 
• [estimable(J,1)] “deserving of respect or high regard” 

Pos .75  Neg 0   Obj .25 

http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/


Disagreements between polarity lexicons

Opinion 
Lexicon

General
Inquirer

SentiWordNet LIWC

MPQA 33/5402 (0.6%) 49/2867 (2%) 1127/4214 (27%) 12/363 (3%)

Opinion Lexicon 32/2411 (1%) 1004/3994 (25%) 9/403 (2%)

General Inquirer 520/2306 (23%) 1/204 (0.5%)

SentiWordNet 174/694 (25%)

LIWC



Online review data20.5 • SUPERVISED LEARNING OF WORD SENTIMENT 11

Movie review excerpts (IMDb)
10 A great movie. This film is just a wonderful experience. It’s surreal, zany, witty and slapstick

all at the same time. And terrific performances too.
1 This was probably the worst movie I have ever seen. The story went nowhere even though they

could have done some interesting stuff with it.
Restaurant review excerpts (Yelp)

5 The service was impeccable. The food was cooked and seasoned perfectly... The watermelon
was perfectly square ... The grilled octopus was ... mouthwatering...

2 ...it took a while to get our waters, we got our entree before our starter, and we never received
silverware or napkins until we requested them...

Book review excerpts (GoodReads)
1 I am going to try and stop being deceived by eye-catching titles. I so wanted to like this book

and was so disappointed by it.
5 This book is hilarious. I would recommend it to anyone looking for a satirical read with a

romantic twist and a narrator that keeps butting in
Product review excerpts (Amazon)

5 The lid on this blender though is probably what I like the best about it... enables you to pour
into something without even taking the lid off! ... the perfect pitcher! ... works fantastic.

1 I hate this blender... It is nearly impossible to get frozen fruit and ice to turn into a smoothie...
You have to add a TON of liquid. I also wish it had a spout ...

Figure 20.9 Excerpts from some reviews from various review websites, all on a scale of 1 to 5 stars except
IMDb, which is on a scale of 1 to 10 stars.

ber of words occurring in 1-star reviews (25,395,214), so the IMDb estimate of
P(disappointing|1) is .0003.

A slight modification of this weighting, the normalized likelihood, can be used
as an illuminating visualization (Potts, 2011)1:

P(w|c) =
count(w,c)P

w2C count(w,c)

PottsScore(w) =
P(w|c)P
c P(w|c) (20.6)

Dividing the IMDb estimate P(disappointing|1) of .0003 by the sum of the likeli-
hood P(w|c) over all categories gives a Potts score of 0.10. The word disappointing
thus is associated with the vector [.10, .12, .14, .14, .13, .11, .08, .06, .06, .05]. The
Potts diagram (Potts, 2011) is a visualization of these word scores, representing thePotts diagram

prior sentiment of a word as a distribution over the rating categories.
Fig. 20.10 shows the Potts diagrams for 3 positive and 3 negative scalar adjec-

tives. Note that the curve for strongly positive scalars have the shape of the letter
J, while strongly negative scalars look like a reverse J. By contrast, weakly posi-
tive and negative scalars have a hump-shape, with the maximum either below the
mean (weakly negative words like disappointing) or above the mean (weakly pos-
itive words like good). These shapes offer an illuminating typology of affective
meaning.

Fig. 20.11 shows the Potts diagrams for emphasizing and attenuating adverbs.
Note that emphatics tend to have a J-shape (most likely to occur in the most posi-
tive reviews) or a U-shape (most likely to occur in the strongly positive and nega-
tive). Attenuators all have the hump-shape, emphasizing the middle of the scale and

1 Potts shows that the normalized likelihood is an estimate of the posterior P(c|w) if we make the
incorrect but simplifying assumption that all categories c have equal probability.



Analyzing the polarity of each word in IMDB

• How likely is each word to appear in each sentiment class?
• Count(“bad”) in 1-star, 2-star, 3-star, etc.
• But can’t use raw counts: 
• Instead, likelihood:

• Make them comparable between words
• Scaled likelihood:

Potts, Christopher. 2011. On the negativity of negation.  SALT  20, 636-659.

P(w | c) = f (w,c)
f (w,c)

w∈c∑

P(w | c)
P(w)



Overview Data Methods Categorization Scale induction Looking ahead

Example: attenuators

IMDB – 53,775 tokens
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0
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.0
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OpenTable – 3,890 tokens
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pretty/r

“Potts diagrams” Potts, Christopher. 2011. NSF workshop on 
restructuring adjectives.

good

great

excellent

disappointing

bad

terrible

totally

absolutely

utterly

somewhat

fairly

pretty

Positive scalars Negative scalars Emphatics Attenuators



Other sentiment feature: Logical negation

• Is logical negation (no, not) associated with negative 
sentiment?

• Potts experiment:
• Count negation (not, n’t, no, never) in online reviews

Potts, Christopher. 2011. On the negativity of negation.  SALT  20, 636-659.



Potts 2011 Results: More negation in negative 
sentiment
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• Sentiment analysis tasks
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• Sentiment axis
• Label propagation



Semi-supervised learning of lexicons

• Use a small amount of information
• A few labeled examples
• A few hand-built patterns or relations with the examples

• To bootstrap a lexicon



Semantic Axis Methods

• General idea:
• Start with seed words like good or bad for the two poles
• For each word to be added to lexicon

• Compute a word representation
• Use this to measure its distance from the poles
• Assign it to the pole it is closer to

(An et al., 2018, Turney and Littman 2003)



Initial seeds for different domains
(1) Start with a single large seed lexicon
(2) Choose different seed words for different genres
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20.4 Semi-supervised Induction of Affect Lexicons

Another common way to learn sentiment lexicons is to start from a set of seed words
that define two poles of a semantic axis (words like good or bad), and then find ways
to label each word w by its similarity to the two seed sets. Here we summarize two
families of seed-based semi-supervised lexicon induction algorithms, axis-based and
graph-based.

20.4.1 Semantic Axis Methods

One of the most well-known lexicon induction methods, the Turney and Littman
(2003) algorithm, is given seed words like good or bad, and then for each word w to
be labeled, measures both how similar it is to good and how different it is from bad.
Here we describe a slight extension of the algorithm due to An et al. (2018), which
is based on computing a semantic axis.

In the first step, we choose seed words by hand. There are two methods for
dealing with the fact that the affect of a word is different in different contexts: (1)
start with a single large seed lexicon and rely on the induction algorithm to fine-tune
it to the domain, or (2) choose different seed words for different genres. Hellrich
et al. (2019) suggests that for modeling affect across different historical time periods,
starting with a large modern affect dictionary is better than small seedsets tuned to
be stable across time. As an example of the second approach, Hamilton et al. (2016)
define one set of seed words for general sentiment analysis, a different set for Twitter,
and yet another set for sentiment in financial text:

Domain Positive seeds Negative seeds
General good, lovely, excellent, fortunate, pleas-

ant, delightful, perfect, loved, love,
happy

bad, horrible, poor, unfortunate, un-
pleasant, disgusting, evil, hated, hate,
unhappy

Twitter love, loved, loves, awesome, nice,
amazing, best, fantastic, correct, happy

hate, hated, hates, terrible, nasty, awful,
worst, horrible, wrong, sad

Finance successful, excellent, profit, beneficial,
improving, improved, success, gains,
positive

negligent, loss, volatile, wrong, losses,
damages, bad, litigation, failure, down,
negative

In the second step, we compute embeddings for each of the pole words. These
embeddings can be off-the-shelf word2vec embeddings, or can be computed directly
on a specific corpus (for example using a financial corpus if a finance lexicon is the
goal), or we can fine-tune off-the-shelf embeddings to a corpus. Fine-tuning is espe-
cially important if we have a very specific genre of text but don’t have enough data
to train good embeddings. In fine-tuning, we begin with off-the-shelf embeddings
like word2vec, and continue training them on the small target corpus.

Once we have embeddings for each pole word, we create an embedding that
represents each pole by taking the centroid of the embeddings of each of the seed
words; recall that the centroid is the multidimensional version of the mean. Given
a set of embeddings for the positive seed words S+ = {E(w+

1 ),E(w+
2 ), ...,E(w+

n )},
and embeddings for the negative seed words S� = {E(w�

1 ),E(w�
2 ), ...,E(w�

m)}, the



Compute representation

• Can just use off-the-shelf static embeddings
• word2vec, GloVe, etc.

• Or train word embeddings in a given corpus



Represent each pole 
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One of the most well-known lexicon induction methods, the Turney and Littman
(2003) algorithm, is given seed words like good or bad, and then for each word w to
be labeled, measures both how similar it is to good and how different it is from bad.
Here we describe a slight extension of the algorithm due to An et al. (2018), which
is based on computing a semantic axis.

In the first step, we choose seed words by hand. There are two methods for
dealing with the fact that the affect of a word is different in different contexts: (1)
start with a single large seed lexicon and rely on the induction algorithm to fine-tune
it to the domain, or (2) choose different seed words for different genres. Hellrich
et al. (2019) suggests that for modeling affect across different historical time periods,
starting with a large modern affect dictionary is better than small seedsets tuned to
be stable across time. As an example of the second approach, Hamilton et al. (2016)
define one set of seed words for general sentiment analysis, a different set for Twitter,
and yet another set for sentiment in financial text:

Domain Positive seeds Negative seeds
General good, lovely, excellent, fortunate, pleas-

ant, delightful, perfect, loved, love,
happy

bad, horrible, poor, unfortunate, un-
pleasant, disgusting, evil, hated, hate,
unhappy

Twitter love, loved, loves, awesome, nice,
amazing, best, fantastic, correct, happy

hate, hated, hates, terrible, nasty, awful,
worst, horrible, wrong, sad

Finance successful, excellent, profit, beneficial,
improving, improved, success, gains,
positive

negligent, loss, volatile, wrong, losses,
damages, bad, litigation, failure, down,
negative

In the second step, we compute embeddings for each of the pole words. These
embeddings can be off-the-shelf word2vec embeddings, or can be computed directly
on a specific corpus (for example using a financial corpus if a finance lexicon is the
goal), or we can fine-tune off-the-shelf embeddings to a corpus. Fine-tuning is espe-
cially important if we have a very specific genre of text but don’t have enough data
to train good embeddings. In fine-tuning, we begin with off-the-shelf embeddings
like word2vec, and continue training them on the small target corpus.

Once we have embeddings for each pole word, we create an embedding that
represents each pole by taking the centroid of the embeddings of each of the seed
words; recall that the centroid is the multidimensional version of the mean. Given
a set of embeddings for the positive seed words S+ = {E(w+

1 ),E(w+
2 ), ...,E(w+

n )},
and embeddings for the negative seed words S� = {E(w�
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pole centroids are:

V+ =
1
n

nX

1

E(w+
i )

V� =
1
m

mX

1

E(w�
i ) (20.1)

The semantic axis defined by the poles is computed just by subtracting the two vec-
tors:

Vaxis = V+ �V� (20.2)

Vaxis, the semantic axis, is a vector in the direction of positive sentiment. Finally,
we compute (via cosine similarity) the angle between the vector in the direction of
positive sentiment and the direction of w’s embedding. A higher cosine means that
w is more aligned with S+ than S�.

score(w) =
�
cos(E(w),Vaxis

�

=
E(w) ·Vaxis

kE(w)kkVaxisk
(20.3)

If a dictionary of words with sentiment scores is sufficient, we’re done! Or if we
need to group words into a positive and a negative lexicon, we can use a threshold
or other method to give us discrete lexicons.

20.4.2 Label Propagation
An alternative family of methods defines lexicons by propagating sentiment labels
on graphs, an idea suggested in early work by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown
(1997). We’ll describe the simple SentProp (Sentiment Propagation) algorithm of
Hamilton et al. (2016), which has four steps:

1. Define a graph: Given word embeddings, build a weighted lexical graph by
connecting each word with its k nearest neighbors (according to cosine simi-
larity). The weights of the edge between words wi and w j are set as:

Ei, j = arccos

 
�

wi
>wj

kwikkwjk

!
. (20.4)

2. Define a seed set: Choose positive and negative seed words.
3. Propagate polarities from the seed set: Now we perform a random walk on

this graph, starting at the seed set. In a random walk, we start at a node and
then choose a node to move to with probability proportional to the edge prob-
ability. A word’s polarity score for a seed set is proportional to the probability
of a random walk from the seed set landing on that word (Fig. 20.7).

4. Create word scores: We walk from both positive and negative seed sets,
resulting in positive (rawscore+(wi)) and negative (rawscore�(wi)) raw label
scores. We then combine these values into a positive-polarity score as:

score+(wi) =
rawscore+(wi)

rawscore+(wi)+ rawscore�(wi)
(20.5)

It’s often helpful to standardize the scores to have zero mean and unit variance
within a corpus.

Pole centroids are:

Start with embeddings for seed words:
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Word score is cosine with axis



Label Propagation Methods

• Alternative to axis methods: propagate sentiment labels on word 
graphs
• First proposed by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997)



Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown intuition for 
identifying word polarity

• Adjectives conjoined by “and” have same polarity
• Fair and legitimate, corrupt and brutal
• *fair and brutal, *corrupt and legitimate

• Adjectives conjoined by “but” do not have the same 
polarity
• fair but brutal



Step 1: seed set construction

• Label seed set of 1336 adjectives
• 657 positive
• adequate central clever famous intelligent remarkable 

reputed sensitive slender thriving…
• 679 negative
• contagious drunken ignorant lanky listless primitive 

strident troublesome unresolved unsuspecting…



Step 2: expand candidates

• Expand seed set to conjoined adjectives

nice, helpful

nice, classy



Step 3: graph construction

• Supervised classifier/heuristic rule assigns “polarity similarity” to 
each word pair, resulting in graph:

classy

nice

helpful

fair

brutal

irrationalcorrupt



Step 4: graph partitioning

• Clustering for partitioning the graph into two

classy

nice

helpful

fair

brutal

irrationalcorrupt

+ -



Output polarity lexicon

• Positive
• bold decisive disturbing generous good honest important large mature 

patient peaceful positive proud sound stimulating straightforward strange 
talented vigorous witty…

• Negative
• ambiguous cautious cynical evasive harmful hypocritical inefficient insecure 

irrational irresponsible minor outspoken pleasant reckless risky selfish tedious 
unsupported vulnerable wasteful…



Output polarity lexicon

• Positive
• bold decisive disturbing generous good honest important large mature 

patient peaceful positive proud sound stimulating straightforward strange
talented vigorous witty…

• Negative
• ambiguous cautious cynical evasive harmful hypocritical inefficient insecure 

irrational irresponsible minor outspoken pleasant reckless risky selfish 
tedious unsupported vulnerable wasteful…



Another Label Propagation Method 
(Hamilton et al., 2016)

• 1. Define a graph: connecting each word with k nearest neighbor 

• 2. Define a seed set (pos and neg words) 
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• 3. Propagate polarities from the seed set:  randomly walk on the 
graph

• Random walk: start at a node and then choose a node to move to 
with probability proportional to the edge probability
• A word’s polarity score for a seed set is proportional to the probability 

of a random walk from the seed set landing on that word
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5. Assign confidence to each score: Because sentiment scores are influenced by
the seed set, we’d like to know how much the score of a word would change if
a different seed set is used. We can use bootstrap sampling to get confidence
regions, by computing the propagation B times over random subsets of the
positive and negative seed sets (for example using B = 50 and choosing 7 of
the 10 seed words each time). The standard deviation of the bootstrap sampled
polarity scores gives a confidence measure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 20.7 Intuition of the SENTPROP algorithm. (a) Run random walks from the seed words. (b) Assign
polarity scores (shown here as colors green or red) based on the frequency of random walk visits.

20.4.3 Other Methods
The core of semisupervised algorithms is the metric for measuring similarity with
the seed words. The Turney and Littman (2003) and Hamilton et al. (2016) ap-
proaches above used embedding cosine as the distance metric: words were labeled
as positive basically if their embeddings had high cosines with positive seeds and
low cosines with negative seeds. Other methods have chosen other kinds of distance
metrics besides embedding cosine.

For example the Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) algorithm uses syntactic
cues; two adjectives are considered similar if they were frequently conjoined by and
and rarely conjoined by but. This is based on the intuition that adjectives conjoined
by the words and tend to have the same polarity; positive adjectives are generally
coordinated with positive, negative with negative:

fair and legitimate, corrupt and brutal

but less often positive adjectives coordinated with negative:

*fair and brutal, *corrupt and legitimate

By contrast, adjectives conjoined by but are likely to be of opposite polarity:

fair but brutal

Another cue to opposite polarity comes from morphological negation (un-, im-,
-less). Adjectives with the same root but differing in a morphological negative (ad-
equate/inadequate, thoughtful/thoughtless) tend to be of opposite polarity.

Yet another method for finding words that have a similar polarity to seed words
is to make use of a thesaurus like WordNet (Kim and Hovy 2004, Hu and Liu 2004).
A word’s synonyms presumably share its polarity while a word’s antonyms probably
have the opposite polarity. After a seed lexicon is built, each lexicon is updated as
follows, possibly iterated.

Lex+: Add synonyms of positive words (well) and antonyms (like fine) of negative
words

Another Label Propagation Method 
(Hamilton et al., 2016)



• 4. Create word scores: 
• Walking from positive and negative seed sets
• Gives rawscore+(wi) and rawscore-(wi)

• Combine into one score:
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It’s often helpful to standardize the scores to have zero mean and unit variance
within a corpus.

Another Label Propagation Method 
(Hamilton et al., 2016)



• 5. Assign confidence via bootstrap sampling:
• Compute the propagation B times over random subsets of the positive and 

negative seed sets
• The standard deviation of the bootstrap sampled polarity scores gives a 

confidence measure. 
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